July 4, 2005

Dr. Lamprecht, Albertus Johannes
Vancouver, BC

When reporting this release, it is requested that the name and location of the physician be provided in full in order to avoid confusion with other physicians who may have a similar name or initials.

VANCOUVER, BC, July 4, 2005: Dr. Albertus Johannes Lamprecht has admitted that he was guilty of unprofessional conduct by inappropriately engaging in a personal relationship with a patient and continuing to provide medical care to the patient during the course of the personal relationship. The patient did not complain to the College and did not wish to participate in the College’s processes. The College imposed the following penalty:

Dr. Lamprecht’s name has been erased from the Medical Register and entered in the Temporary Register, effective 2400 hours, June 30, 2005, subject to the following terms and conditions:

(a) Suspension from the practice of medicine for a period of three months commencing at 2400 hours June 30, 2005 and ending at 2400 hours September 30, 2005.

(b) Participation in assessments/counselling at the direction of the College and provision of reports acceptable to the College prior to return to practice.

(c) Monitoring of his practice by the College.

Dr. Lamprecht’s future professional conduct must be beyond reproach in every respect.

M. VanAndel, MD
Registrar